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Elusive Subjects
Romance Languages Annual
From Margins to Mainstream Feminism and Fictional Modes in Italian Women's Writing, 1968-1990 Carol Lazzaro-Weis
Lazzaro-Weiss studies the fiction of twenty-five contemporary Italian women writers. Arguing for a notion of gender and
genre, she runs counter to many Anglo-American and French feminist theorists who contend that traditional genres cannot
readily serve as vehicles for feminist expression. 1993 - 256 pages - 6 x 9 ISBN 978-0-8122-1438-3 - Paper - $27.50s £18.00 World Rights - Women's/Gender Studies

Women on the Italian Literary Scene
Sumptuous novel centering on the life of sixteenth-century Italian Isabella D'Este.

Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies: A-J
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The Botticelli Secret
Artemisia Gentileschi, born in 1598, the daughter of an esteemed painter, taught art in Naples and painted the great
women of Roman and biblical history: Esther, Judith, Cleopatra, Bathsheba. She also painted the rich and royal, but her
wealthy male patrons wanted admiration while her women models wanted disguise. This woman, who had been violated in
her youth and reviled as a rap victim in a public trial before going off to heretical England, who was rejected by her father
and later abandoned by her husband and misunderstood by her daughter, who could not read or write but who could only
paint—this woman was one of the first modern times to uphold through her work and deeds the right of women to pursue
careers compatible with their talents and on an equal footing with men. Artemisia lives again in Anna Banti's novel, which
was first published to critical acclaim in Italy in 1947 (Banti was the pseudonym of Lucia Lopresti, 1895-1978). Recognized
as a consummate stylist, she was one of the most successful women writers in Italy before the resurgence of the feminist
movement. Although Artemisia describes life in seventeenth-century Rome, Florence, and Naples, the time setting of the
novel is, in a deeper sense, a historical, merging as it does the experience of a woman dead for three centuries with the
terrors of World War II experienced by the author. Shirley D'Ardia Caracciolo's English translation of Banti's novel skillfully
renders its complexity and poignancy as a study of courage.

International Literary Market Place
Eight essays collected by Dombroski (graduate school, CUNY) support the view that Gramsci's ideal of a national-popular
literature has now finally been realized in Italy. Contributors discuss the development of contemporary theater despite ageold writer-actor conflict; literature's place in society; the impact of literary magazines on literary ideologies; recent poetry; a
comparative view of the Italian postmodern; pulp fiction; and Italian cinema since the 1950s. Lacks background information
on the contributors and an index. Distributed in the US by Griffon House Publications. c. Book News Inc.

The Ugly Renaissance
Among the violent personalities of the High Renaissance, Lucrezia Borgia is chiefly remembered as a raven-haired poisoner.

Women
Phaethon's Children
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The Kelly Group International (KGI): A super-elite, top secret, family-run business. Qualifications: High intelligence, rockhard body, military background. Mission: Hostage/kidnap victim recovery. Intelligence gathering. Handling jobs the U.S.
government can’t… Over the years, Donovan Kelly has fought relentlessly for justice, women and children always holding a
special place in his heart. Working side by side with his brothers, Donovan has witnessed firsthand the toll it’s
taken—physically, mentally, and emotionally—on his loved ones, and the innocent lives caught in the crossfire. What he
never expects is for his next mission to happen right on his home turf—or for it to take a very personal turn. Picturesque
Kentucky Lake is the perfect place for a soul in search of safe harbor. A beautiful stranger has arrived—desperate,
breathless, and on the run from a dark past closing in on her and the younger siblings she has vowed to protect. Donovan
must now draw on every resource at his disposal—if he wants to save a woman and the children who may prove to be his
destiny. From the Paperback edition.

Let's Hope for the Best
Five Equations That Changed the World
Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies
Gente in castello
Private Renaissance
This volume is an exploration of the innovative ways in which three generations of women writers in modern Italy have
dealt with history - both as narration of events and the events themselves. The essays challenge traditional historiography
and foster a rereading of history based on the tenets of feminist historicism. They also claim a central role for fiction in the
construction of women's history and in a rereading of Italian history.

Gli orologi di Isabella
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Constructions
This book uses a cross-cultural and interdisciplinary approach to examine the role of biographies and autobiographies in the
construction of historical narratives.

Private Renaissance
Containing almost 600 entries, this impressive 2-volume reference presents detailed and authoritative treatment of the field
of Italian literature, with attention both to the work and influence of individual writers of all genres and to movements,
styles, and critical approaches.

AdI
A Publishers Weekly best book of 1995! Dr. Michael Guillen, known to millions as the science editor of ABC's Good Morning
America, tells the fascinating stories behind five mathematical equations. As a regular contributor to daytime's most
popular morning news show and an instructor at Harvard University, Dr. Michael Guillen has earned the respect of millions
as a clear and entertaining guide to the exhilarating world of science and mathematics. Now Dr. Guillen unravels the
equations that have led to the inventions and events that characterize the modern world, one of which -- Albert Einstein's
famous energy equation, E=mc2 -- enabled the creation of the nuclear bomb. Also revealed are the mathematical
foundations for the moon landing, airplane travel, the electric generator -- and even life itself. Praised by Publishers Weekly
as "a wholly accessible, beautifully written exploration of the potent mathematical imagination," and named a Best
Nonfiction Book of 1995, the stories behind The Five Equations That Changed the World, as told by Dr. Guillen, are not only
chronicles of science, but also gripping dramas of jealousy, fame, war, and discovery.

Rinascimento privato : con un Diario inedito dell'autrice
"In Let's Hope for the Best, the protagonist becomes a widow in a moment, a moment that I cannot get out of my head. I
feel tremulous admiration for how a work of beauty can exist within a well of violent pain. We should read to explore the
width of our humanity. And ultimately, how to expand it."--Lisa Taddeo, bestselling author of Three WomenIn her debut
novel, Let's Hope for the Best, Carolina Setterwall recounts the intensity of falling in love with her partner Aksel, and the
shock of finding him dead in bed one morning. Carolina and Aksel meet at a party, and their passionate first encounter
leads to months of courtship during which Carolina struggles to find her place. While Aksel prefers to take things slow,
Carolina is eager to advance their relationship -moving in together, getting a cat, and finally having a child. Perhaps to
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impose some order on the chaos, Carolina devotedly chronicles the months after Aksel's passing like a ship's log. She
unpacks with forensic intensity the small details of life before tragedy, eager to find some explanation for the bad hand
she's been dealt. When new romance rushes in, Carolina finds herself assuming the reticent role Aksel once played. She's
been given the gift of love again. But can she make it work? A striking feat of auto-fiction, written in direct address to
Setterwall's late partner, LET'S HOPE FOR THE BEST is a stylistic tour-de force. "A moving and tender work of autofiction
that depicts the obsessive interiority of grief."--Kirkus

Italian Quarterly
A survey of the darker cultural elements that shaped the works of Renaissance-era master artists reveals the power politics,
bigotry and corruption that overshadowed period Italy. 40,000 first printing.

Personaggi Particolari
In this exhilarating cross between The Da Vinci Code and The Birth of Venus, an irrepressible young woman in 15th-century
Italy must flee for her life after stumbling upon a deadly secret when she serves as a model for Botticelli When part-time
model and full-time prostitute Luciana Vetra is asked by one of her most exalted clients to pose for a painter friend, she
doesn't mind serving as the model for the central figure of Flora in Sandro Botticelli's masterpiece "Primavera." But when
the artist dismisses her without payment, Luciana impulsively steals an unfinished version of the painting--only to find that
somone is ready to kill her to get it back. What could possibly be so valuable about the picture? As friends and clients are
slaughtered around her, Luciana turns to the one man who has never desired her beauty, novice librarian Brother Guido.
Fleeing Venice together, Luciana and Guido race through the nine cities of Renaissance Italy, pursued by ruthless foes who
are determined to keep them from decoding the painting's secrets. Gloriously fresh and vivid, with a deliciously irreverent
heroine, The Botticelli Secret is an irresistible blend of history, wit, and suspense.

World Literature Today
Sumptuous novel centering on the life of sixteenth-century Italian Isabella D'Este.

The Borgia Bride
Ferrarese studies : tracking the rise and fall of an urban lordship in the Renaissance / Dennis Looney -- Ferrara : arts and
ideologies in a Renaissance state / Riccardo Bruscagli -- Marriage and succession in the house of Este : a literary
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perspective / Jane Bestor -- Marginal spaces of prostitution in Renaissance Ferrara / Diane Ghirardo -- The 'Istoria imperiale'
of Matteo Maria Boiardo and fifteenth-century Ferrarese courtly culture / Richard M. Tristano -- Ferrarese chroniclers and the
Este state, 1490-1505 / Trevor Dean -- Ariosto's "Fier pastor" : structure and historical meaning in 'Orlando furioso' / Albert
Russell Ascoli -- Tears of amber : Titian's 'Andrians, ' the River Po and the iconology of difference / Anthony Colantuono -From Josquin Desprez to Cipriano de Rore : tradition and transformation in sixteenth-century Ferrarese musical culture /
Lewis Lockwood -- In continuous expectation : Isabella d'Este's epistolary desire / Deanna Shemek -- Judeo-Christian cultural
reflections in cinquecento Ferrara / Robert Bonfil -- Olympia Morata : from classicist to reformer / Janet Levarie Smarr -Staging Ferrara : state theater from Borso to Alfonso II / Louise George Clubb -- The debate between arms and letters in the
'Gerusalemme liberata' / David Quint -- The experience of Ferrara : English and American travelers and the failure of
understanding / Werner Gundersheimer.

Italian Novelists Since World War II, 1965-1995
Artemisia
Current Contents. Arts & Humanities
Rinascimento privato
Meditato per vent'anni, Rinascimento privato è il libro più bello, e più intenso, di Maria Bellonci, fondatrice tra l'altro del
prestigioso premio Strega. In queste pagine si racconta la vicenda di Isabella d'Este, divenuta marchesa di Mantova dopo il
matrimonio con Francesco Gonzaga.

The Feminist Encyclopedia of Italian Literature
This study aims to explore the particularly marked increase in the production and popularity of the historical novel in the
period between the mid-1960s and the early 1990s, with reference to current debates on the nature of history. It presents a
theoretical framework which establishes the centrality of philosophy of history to the development of the genre.

From Margins to Mainstream
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MLA International Bibliography of Books and Articles on the Modern Languages and
Literatures
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume reference book containing some 600 entries on all aspects of
Italian literary culture. It includes analytical essays on authors and works, from the most important figures of Italian
literature to little known authors and works that are influential to the field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial
articles on critics, themes, genres, schools, historical surveys, and other topics related to the overall subject of Italian
literary studies. The Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of contemporary interest, such as those relating to
journalism, film, media, children's literature, food and vernacular literatures. Entries consist of an essay on the topic and a
bibliographic portion listing works for further reading, and, in the case of entries on individuals, a brief biographical
paragraph and list of works by the person. It will be useful to people without specialized knowledge of Italian literature as
well as to scholars.

Italy
Contesting the Monument
Gendering Italian Fiction
Vols. for 1969- include ACTFL annual bibliography of books and articles on pedagogy in foreign languages 1969-

After the Storm
Italian Novelists of the Twentieth Century
". . . a welcome and fascinating contribution for all who are interested in Italian and comparative literatures and in feminine
causes. Not only is it informative, but it also gives a tapestried picture of the struggle women had to further their cause,
both artistic and social, in a highly patriarchal culture."World Literature Today
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The Life and Times of Lucrezia Borgia
Essays on Italian novelists, poets and playwrights, new forms of expression through experimentation, as well as avantguarde groups, including young and idealistic literati that called themselves Gruppo 63 and later Gruppo 93. Covers
feminist writers, the inauguration of the postmodern narratives often called metafictions, and the "new novel."

International literary market place
Vivacious Sancha of Aragon arrives in Rome newly wed to a member of the notorious Borgia dynasty. Surrounded by the
city's opulence and political corruption, she befriends her glamorous and deceitful sister-in-law, Lucrezia, whose jealousy is
as legendary as her beauty. Some say Lucrezia has poisoned her rivals, particularly those to whom her handsome brother,
Cesare, has given his heart. So when Sancha falls under Cesare's irresistible spell, she must hide her secret or lose her life.
Caught in the Borgias' sinister web, she summons her courage and uses her cunning to outwit them at their own game.
Vividly interweaving historical detail with fiction, The Borgia Bride is a richly compelling tale of conspiracy, sexual intrigue,
loyalty, and drama.

La Civiltà cattolica
The Name of the Rose
In 1327, Brother William of Baskerville is sent to investigate charges of heresy against Franciscan monks at a wealthy
Italian abbey but finds his mission overshadowed by seven bizarre murders.

Panorama
Entries for authors, works, themes, and other topics trace the feminist response to Italian literature from the Middle Ages to
the present.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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